Abstract-Recent innovations in software defined CMOS radio transceiver architectures heavily rely on high-linearity switched-RC sampler and passive-mixer circuits, driven by digitally programmable multiphase clocks. Although seemingly simple, the frequency domain analysis of these linear periodically time variant (LPTV) circuits is often deceptively complex. This paper uses the properties of sampled LPTV systems and the adjoint (inter-reciprocal) network to greatly simplify the analysis of the switched-RC circuit. We first derive the transfer function of the equivalent linear time-invariant filter relating the input to the voltage sampled on the capacitor in the switched-RC kernel. We show how a leakage resistor across the capacitor can be easily addressed using our technique. A signal-flow graph is then developed for the complete continuous-time voltage waveform across the capacitor, and simplified for various operating regions. We finally derive the noise properties of the kernel. The results we derive have largely been reported in prior works, but the use of the adjoint network simplifies the derivation, while also providing circuit insight.
I. INTRODUCTION

H
IGH linearity samplers and passive mixers are being increasingly used in radio transceivers, both for frequency translation in the analog domain, as well as for conversion to and from the discrete-time and/or digital domain [1] , [2] . Moreover, passive mixers can be leveraged to implement frequency translated filtering in mixer-first receivers, or so called N-path filters [3] . As the filter center frequency can be controlled by a digital clock, this allows for flexibly-programmable software-defined radio architectures. The target is to replace external surface acoustic wave (SAW) filters by highly integrated SAW-less CMOS implementations, while retaining interference robustness [2] . The removal of SAW filtering increases the receiver's linearity requirements, and has hence fueled research and development in high linearity MOSFET switch-RC circuits. An example of such a circuit is shown in Fig. 1 .
Depending on how the outputs are used, the 4-path circuit in Fig. 1 can act as a time-interleaved sampler, a quadrature I/Q mixer or an N-path filter. Although the circuit may seem simple, the analysis of its frequency domain transfer function is involved. To keep the analysis tractable, non-overlapping clock phases and simplified models for the switches are usually assumed. We briefly review some of the results of prior works, the simplifying assumptions made, and then propose our technique based on the impulse response of the adjoint network.
The transfer function and input impedance of circuits like the one in Fig. 1 excited by a sinewave voltage input can be approximated assuming RC τ . This has been labeled the "mixing region" approximation [4] or the "passive mixer" region [5] , [6] . Under this condition, the voltage on the capacitors becomes virtually constant for an input-frequency close to the switching frequency [7] - [11] . The average power dissipation in the resistor R can now be evaluated and modeled by an equivalent shunt impedance Z sh in parallel to the capacitor in an Linear Time Invariant (LTI) equivalent model [7] , [8] . Baseband resistance in parallel to the capacitor results in an extra dissipation and hence an extra loss resistance.
Another method targeting down-conversion mixer analysis assumes an RF current source a with parallel impedance driving four baseband lowpass impedances via 4 switches with 25% duty cycle [12] , [13] . The RF-input frequency f R F is confined to f s /2 and 3 f s /2, and the RF-current is approximated in a Fourier series. The RF input voltage is then written in the form of an infinite sum. However, due to the input frequency limitation, signal folding from frequencies higher than 3 f s /2 cannot be analyzed.
The above mentioned methods limit the frequency range, and do not predict harmonic responses and signal folding.
A large RC-time is assumed, i.e. mixer region operation, which does not cover the sampling region. In contrast, Soer et al. use the methods of Strom and Signell [14] to provide a unified analysis of samplers and mixers in [4] , albeit with lengthy integral calculations, to find exact expressions for the harmonic transfer functions of an N-path switch-R-C circuit driven by non-overlapping ideal clocks (see for example, the 4-path circuit in Fig. 1 ). The key design parameters are the input and switching frequency, duty cycle D = τ/T s = 1/N, and the RC time-constant. A sampling and mixing region were defined, based on the symmetry found in the noise analysis results around ≡ τ/RC = 2 ( Fig. 12 in [4] ). Strongly simplified expressions for the harmonic transfer functions in the sampling and mixing region were derived, which also formed the basis for noise analysis. Later work, building on this analysis derived the filter transfer and noise for N-path band-pass [15] and notch filters [16] and an equivalent RLC filter model, gainboosted N-path filters [17] , and an N-path filter preceded by a series-inductor for low-pass pre-filtering [18] . Such prefiltering is important, as mixer-first receivers and N-path filters show folding of RF-signals around multiples of f s (similar to aliasing in discrete time circuits, albeit with more attenuation).
Whereas the unified analysis of mixing and sampling analyzes the continuous-time output, the unified analysis of [5] and [6] , focusses on the voltages sampled on the capacitors. Iizuka and Abidi [5] , [6] show that the results from [4] in the mixing region can be reproduced assuming ideal reconstruction filtering of the sampled capacitor voltage via a Zero-Order-Hold block (ZOH). Further, their analysis allows for the incorporation a parallel resistor to the capacitor in Fig. 1 . Although the analysis is certainly simpler than in [4] , and provides valuable insight, it still involves considerable algebra.
This paper, like [5] , [6] , recognizes the crucial role played by the sampled capacitor voltages on the properties of the N-path system. Our analysis then exploits the properties of sampled LPTV networks to derive the results from [4] , [5] , and [6] in a simpler manner (using lot less algebra). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we summarize the key results on sampled LPTV networks that are relevant to this work [19] . It turns out that the output samples of an LPTV system varying at f s , and excited by an input x(t) (when the sampling rate is also f s ) can be thought of as being obtained by exciting an linear timeinvariant (LTI) filter by x(t) and sampling its output at f s . Further, the impulse response of the equivalent LTI system, denoted by h eq (t), is obtained using the adjoint (or interreciprocal) LPTV network.
Section III uses the results of Section II to derive the expressions for the equivalent LTI filter that relates the input to the voltages held on the capacitors in the N-path structure of Fig. 1 . We show that the effect of leakage resistance can be incorporated using our technique. We also reflect on the apparent simplicity that characterizes our derivation when compared to prior works.
Section IV then derives a block diagram for the complete waveform of the voltage across one of the capacitors in the N-path structure of Fig. 1 . We then show the equivalence of our results to those in [4] and [5] . While the block diagram derived in this paper appears more complex compared to that in [4] , it turns out that it yields extra insight into the relationship between mixer operation and the sampled capacitor voltage. In addition, the model also allows analysis of N-path filters. We then derive simplified expressions for the operation of the N-path switch-RC network in the N-path filter and passive-mixer modes, and place them in context of prior work. Section V exploits the adjoint impulse-response technique to derive the mean-square noise and noise spectral density of the switched-RC kernel in a simpler manner compared to the frequency-domain method of [4] . Section VI concludes the paper.
II. LPTV NETWORKS WITH SAMPLED OUTPUTS
The method of analysis of N-path filters and mixers presented in this paper exploits two key properties of sampled LPTV networks [19] summarized below.
Consider an LPTV network varying at a frequency f s , as shown in Fig. 2(a) . It is excited by a complex exponential x(t) = e j 2π f t . The output y(t) is sampled with the period T s ≡ 1/ f s as shown in the figure. Since the system is LPTV, the output consists of frequencies of the form ( f +k f s ), where k is an integer. We thus have
The samples of y(t) are given by
Consider now the system of Figure 2 (b). It is a linear timeinvariant system, whose frequency response (a) An LPTV network varying at f s , whose output v 2 (t) is periodically sampled at f s . (b) Determining the impulse response h eq (t) of the equivalent LTI filter using the inter-reciprocal (or adjoint) network. An impulse current is injected into the "output" port of the adjoint, and the current in the input port is determined, yielding h eq (t).
system is excited by e j 2π f t , its output iŝ
When sampled at a rate f s = 1/T s , we obtain
From (2) and (4), we see that as far as output samples are concerned, an LPTV system whose output is sampled at f s is equivalent to an LTI system with output sampled at f s . The equivalent LTI filter has a frequency response [19] 
Since any arbitrary input x(t) can be represented as a sum of complex exponentials via the Fourier transform, it follows that the output samples of an LPTV system (when the sampling rate is the same as that at that the system is varying) can be thought of as being obtained by exciting an LTI filter by x(t) and sampling its output at a rate f s . We emphasize that the equivalence holds only for samples, and not necessarily for the waveforms. Referring to Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), we note that y(nT s ) =ŷ(nT s ), but y(t) need not equalŷ(t).
How do we determine the transfer function of the equivalent LTI system H eq ( f ), given an LPTV system? A possible way of doing this is to determine H k ( f ) of the latter, and then use (5) . This, however, leads to tedious algebra.
Fortunately, it turns out that the concept of adjoint (or interreciprocal) networks can be used to determine the impulse response h eq (t) corresponding to H eq ( f ) in only a few steps. The derivation and details are given in [19] , we give the results here for the convenience of the reader. Fig. 3 
(b).
Since the output voltage of N is sampled at (lT s + t o ), the output port ofN is excited by a current impulse occurring at −t o . It turns out [19] that the resulting current flowing in the input port ofN is h eq (t + t o ), as shown in Fig. 3(b) . † How does one determineN ? The adjoint networkN has the same graph as N , and can be derived from N by applying the following element-by-element substitution rules shown in Table I [20]- [22] : 1) A branch in N that is a linear resistor, capacitor, or inductor remains unchanged inN . 2) A periodically operated switch in N controlled by a waveform φ(t) is replaced inN by a switch that is controlled by φ(−t). 3) Linear controlled sources in N are replaced by appropriate linear controlled sources inN . For instance, a CCCS in N is replaced by a VCVS inN , with the controlling and controlled ports interchanged, as seen in Table I . As we show in the next section, the use of the adjoint network greatly simplifies the analysis of the switch-RC N-path structure. Adjoint (or inter-reciprocal) networks are well known in circuit theory (see for instance [22] ), and form the workhorse for transfer function (.XF), sensitivity † Note that exciting output port 2 with a current source and sensing the current at port 1 by adding a short does NOT change the port termination impedance for networkN compared to N . Similarly a current output will be excited by a voltage source, while voltage sensing will be used in case of a current driven 2-port, as is done with the analysis of adjoint LTI networks. and noise analysis in circuit simulators [20] , [21] . The adjoint network concept has earlier been applied to the determination of transfer functions and noise in CT Ms [23] - [25] , where the input is in continuous-time, while the output is a discretetime sequence. Fig. 1 shows an N-path switched-capacitor network, with N = 4. While the capacitors are labeled C 1,··· ,4 to aid understanding, they are all equal. Only one of clocks φ 1,··· ,4 is high at any given time. Each of the waveforms is high for a duration τ ≡ T s /N. Ideal switches are assumed. Clearly, the network is LPTV, varying at f s . If v i (t) = e j 2π f t , then,
III. THE SWITCH-RC N-PATH CIRCUIT
where the H l are the harmonic transfer functions. Since the capacitors are equal, and the switch controls are delayed versions of one another, it is easy to show that
As seen above, the magnitudes of the harmonic transfer functions (HTF) to the capacitor voltages are identical as all the N paths have equal component values but only differ in clock-phase. Thus, the HTFs only differ in phase: the l th HTF of v n undergoes an additional phase shift of (2π(n − 1)/N)l radians. With N = 4, we have 4-phase quadrature signals:
With a proper choice of R and C, harmonically combining v 1,··· ,4 can result in a frequency-selective, image-reject, harmonic down-conversion mixer [4] . The voltage v x , on the other hand, has a frequency-selective characteristic centered around f s ≡ 1/T s and some of its multiples [12] , [15] .
From the discussion above, we conclude that determining the HTFs from v i to v 1 is sufficient; the HTFs to the other capacitor voltages can be obtained using phase-rotational symmetry. Further, since only one of the switches in Fig. 1 is on at any time, there is no coupling between the capacitors. This means that analyzing the circuit with one of the switched branches is all that is needed. This is the so called "switched-RC kernel" [4] , shown in Fig. 4(a) .
We are interested in determining v o (t), which can be separated into two parts; v off (t) which occurs when the switch is off, and v on (t), when the switch is turned on. When the switch is off, the capacitor simply holds its voltage. To determine v off (t), therefore, we would like to know the voltages sampled on the capacitor just before the falling edges of the clock waveform (i.e., at v o (kT s )). In the notation of 
e., h eq (t) = i out (t). (c) i out (t).
The switched-RC circuit is an LPTV network varying at a frequency f s , and we are interested in determining v o (kT s ), which is its output sampled at the same frequency as that at which the network is varying. From the discussion in the previous section [19] , we know that v o (kT s ) can be thought of as being the samples at the output of a linear timeinvariant (LTI) filter, driven by v i (t). Further, [19] shows that the impulse response of this equivalent LTI filter h eq (t), can be readily obtained from the adjoint network (also called the inter-reciprocal network).
The adjoint network corresponding to our example is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Note that the switch-control signal in the original network is reversed in time. The determination of h eq (t) proceeds as follows. The original LPTV network was sampled at zero timing-offset, meaning that we are interested in v o (t) just before kT s , which means t o = 0−. Thus, the "output" port of the adjoint is excited by an impulsive current at t = 0+ (just after the switch is closed), and the current waveform through the input port is recorded.
Referring to Fig. 4(b) , the current impulse causes the capacitor voltage to instantly increase to v x (0+) = 1/C. † For 0 < t < τ, the capacitor discharges through the resistor with a time-constant RC, as shown in Fig. 4(c) .
the switch is open, and i out = 0. The voltage across the capacitor does not change during this period. We denote i out for 0 ≤ t < T s by p(t), as shown in red in Fig. 4(c) .
At t = T s +, the switch is closed again, and the capacitor begins to discharge again, but now from a value βv x (0+). Note that h eq (t) = i out is the response to a voltage v x (0+) on the capacitor at t = 0+. Therefore, the response to a capacitor voltage βv x (0+) at t = T s + must be βh eq (t − T s ). This is a consequence of linearity and the periodically time-varying † The 1/C actually has dimensions of voltage, since the 1 stands for 1 Coulomb. nature of the network. Thus, we can write the recursion
In the frequency domain,
Observing Fig. 4 (c) shows that p(t) can be expressed as the difference between two decaying exponentials as follows, where h(t) ≡ e −t /RC u(t) and u(t) denotes the unit-step function.
Thus,
Combining (9) and (11), we have
H eq ( f ) obtained above is identical to that derived in [4] and [5] . The technique based on the adjoint network that we used above is seen to yield the same result in a much simpler fashion.
It is natural to wonder why the technique above yields (12) in far fewer steps than in prior works. Our explanation is the following. Earlier works arrive at the result that the sampled value of the voltage across the capacitor can be related to the input v i through an LTI filter during the course of analysis. In contrast, we do not discover this while analyzing this particular circuit; we recognize that this property is fundamental to all sampled LPTV networks; we also know that the equivalent impulse response can be found using the adjoint network.
Further, [4] , [5] excite the switch-RC network with a sinusoid to determine H eq , while we use an impulse current. The "bookkeeping" of the state for the impulse response calculation is simpler for an impulse input, as it "dies" immediately after application. This is in contrast to what happens with a sinewave excitation. This is reflected in the far fewer steps needed to arrive at H eq ( f ) in our analysis when compared to prior works. Fig. 5(a) expresses the relationship between the input v i and the sampled output in block diagram form. As discussed earlier, v i can be thought of as being filtered by an LTI system with impulse response h eq (t) (or frequency response H eq ( f )), whose output is sampled at multiples of kT s . The LTI system can be thought of as a cascade of a first-order RC filter whose output is delayed, scaled and subtracted from it, followed by a transfer function 1/(1 − βe − j 2π f T s ). Since this is periodic with a frequency 1/T s , Iizuka and Abidi [5] move it beyond the sampler, and interpret it as being a "lossy accumulator" operating on discrete samples. This interpretation runs into difficulties when C 1,··· ,4 begin to interact through parasitic capacitance at v x and/or the series inductance of the source. We therefore, advocate the use of Fig. 5(a) 2, on the other hand, results in the "passivemixer" [5] mode of operation. In this mode, H eq ( f ) has narrow peaks around multiples of f s (i.e., harmonic selectivity), as seen in Fig. 5(b) . Many of these peaks can be eliminated by appropriately combining v 1,··· ,4 in Fig. 1 , resulting in mixers with reduced signal and noise folding using the principles of N-path operation [3] .
Using the adjoint method, the effect of a leakage resistance R L in shunt with each of the capacitors in Fig. 1(a) can be analyzed as easily as the "non-leaky" case. Fig. 6(a) shows the adjoint network, where R L denotes the leakage resistor. The initial voltage on the capacitor is 1/C, resulting in an initial current h eq (0+) = 1/RC. For 0 ≤ t ≤ τ , h eq (t) is an exponentially decaying waveform with time-constant
When the switch is opened at t = τ , h eq (t) goes to zero. However, the capacitor voltage continues to decay with a timeconstant R L C during the interval τ ≤ t < T s , as shown in Fig. 6(c) . Thus, the capacitor voltage at t = T s + is given by
Proceeding as we did while deriving (12) , it is straightforward to see that with leakage, β and P( f ) in (9) should be replaced by and
These equations are the same as those derived in [5] . Setting R L to ∞ in the expressions above yields (12), as it should. Again, our analysis to account for leakage resistance is straightforward. Moreover, the time-domain response can provide insight into the effect on frequency selectivity. The leakage resistance results in a reduced peak H 0 , and a lower Q (reduced frequency selectivity), since the impulse response dies out more rapidly. Referring to Figs. 4(b) and 6(b), we see that β can physically be interpreted as the fraction of charge remaining on C at the beginning of t = T s +.
IV. COMPLETE OUTPUT WAVEFORM
We now determine the complete output waveform of the switched-RC kernel (without the leakage resistor R L ). The circuit (not the adjoint) is shown in Fig. 7(a) . The analysis proceeds as follows.
• We first express the output voltage across the capacitor as the sum of two waveforms: v off (t) that is non-zero when the switch is open, i.e., the time intervals kT s ≤ t < (k + 1)T s − τ , and v on (t), which is non-zero when the switch is closed, i.e., the intervals (k + 1)T s − τ ≤ t < (k + 1)T s , as shown in blue and red in Fig. 7(b) respectively.
• Next, we determine v off (t). This is very straightforward if we know the voltages sampled on the capacitor at the falling edges of the clock, namely at times t = kT s −. We denote the sampled capacitor voltage sequence by v k . Then, it is easily seen that v off (t) is simply the waveform obtained by exciting a zero-order-hold (ZOH) that holds for a duration (T s −τ ) by the impulse waveform Fig. 7 
(c).
• We then invoke the results of the previous section to determine v k . As we saw there, v k can be thought of as the sampled output of a linear time invariant filter with impulse response h eq (t), when excited by v in . h eq (t) can be conveniently found using the adjoint network approach.
• Next, we set out to determine v on (t), which is non-zero only in the intervals (k + 1)T s − τ < t < (k + 1)T s . Note that v on (t) must not only depend on the voltage held on the capacitor when the switch is closed v k (this forms the "initial condition") as well as v in (t). The derivation of v on (t) proceeds as discussed below. v on (t) consists of two parts: a decaying portion due to past inputs and a part due to the present input. The first part is due to "previous history", namely the voltage v k already stored on the capacitor, which will exponentially decay as it discharges through the resistor with a time-constant RC. This is modeled by the output of the path labeled a in Fig. 7(c) . The explanation for path a is as follows. When the switch is turned on at t = (k + 1)T s − τ , v on (t) must be v k . This starts to decay exponentially until t = (k + 1)T s , at which 
. v i (t), w · v i (t) and various components of v on (t).
time the switch is opened. This process can be modeled by exciting a filter with impulse response h(t) − β · h(t − τ ) with an impulse of strength v k at t = (k + 1)T s − τ (recall that h(t) = e −t /RC u(t) and β = e −τ/RC ). The resulting waveform at a is shown in the inset. Fig. 8 shows the waveforms that comprise v on (t) in more detail. v a (in blue), which is nonzero only when the switch is closed, shows the exponentially decaying waveform due to path a . At t = (k + 1)T s − τ , v a jumps from 0 to v k . At t = (k + 1)T s −, it has decayed to βv k , and goes abruptly to zero at t = kT s .
The second part of v on (t) is due to v i (t) exciting the RC circuit when the switch is closed. This part, in turn, is the sum of two components. The first part is due to v i exciting the RC network, and can be modeled by driving a filter with an impulse response (1/RC)e −t /RC u(t) = (1/RC)h(t)u(t) with the time-windowed input w(t) · v i (t), shown as the output of path b 1 . w(t), as shown in Fig. 7(b) , is 1 when the switch is closed and 0 otherwise. Fig. 8 shows v i and w(t)v i in gray and black respectively. The voltage v b1 shows the output of path b 1 . As seen in the figure, v b1 persists when w(t)v i = 0 due to the memory of the capacitor.
At t = (k + 1)T s , however, the output of path b in Fig. 7 (c) must go to zero, since v on (t) is zero for (k + 1)T s < t < (k + 2)T s − τ . † The memory effect of the capacitor, reflected as the non-zero output of path b 1 in the interval (k + 1)T s < t < (k + 2)T s − τ , should therefore be canceled. This can be achieved as follows. If we knew the output of path b 1 at t = (k + 1)T s (which we denote by v b1 (k + 1)), subtracting
from the output of b 1 will result in path b having a zero output for the intervals (k + 1)T s < t < (k + 2)T s − τ . This is due to the following. At t = (k + 1)T s , the input to the filter (with impulse response (1/RC)h(t) in Fig. 7(c) ) goes to zero, and v b1 (k + 1) will decay exponentially with a time-constant RC.
How do we determine v b1 (k + 1)? Just when the switch is turned on, the capacitor voltage is v k due to the past input memorized on the capacitor. When the switch is turned off at a time τ later, this voltage will have decayed to v k e −τ/RC ≡ βv k . At the same time, the output due to w · v i (t) alone, which is the output of path b 1 is v b1 (k + 1) . By linearity, the capacitor voltage v o at (k + 1)T s , therefore, has to be βv k + v b1 (k +1). However, we know that, by definition, the capacitor
From the discussion in the previous paragraph, we should subtract
This can be accomplished by exciting a filter with impulse response h(t) with (v k+1 − βv k )δ(t − (k + 1)T s ), as shown in path b 2 . As shown in Fig. 8 , the output of path b 2 , namely v b2 , is the negative of v b1 when the switch is off, i.e., for (k + 1)T s ≤ t < (k + 2)T s − τ . As a result, their sum is zero during that interval. v on (t) is simply the sum
The complete output waveform of the switched-RC circuit, therefore, is the sum of v off (t), and v on (t) which in turn is comprised of paths a and b , as shown in Fig. 7(c) .
From an input-output perspective, the signal flow diagram of Fig. 7(c) is equivalent to that of Fig. 17 in [5] . The two approaches are identical with respect to v off (t) and path a . The flow graph of [5] , however, differs from that in Fig. 7 (c) with respect to the output of path b . In that reference, v i excites the filter with impulse response (1/RC)h(t). The filter's output is multiplied by w(t), and an appropriate waveform is added to account for initial conditions. In the opinion of the authors, the flow graph of Fig. 7(c) is more intuitively appealing, since in physical terms, the input excites the RC-network only when the switch is closed, i.e., w(t) = 1.
Soer et al. [4] propose a model for the output of the switched-RC network. This model, derived using state-space and frequency domain methods, appears (very) different. It turns out that it is equivalent to the model of Fig. 7(c) , though the equivalence is not apparent. Soer's model looks much simpler that of Fig. 7(c) . In the subsection that follows, we demonstrate that our signal-flow diagram is equivalent to that of Soer's model. We also show that there is a price to be paid for the apparent simplicity of that model.
A. Connection to Soer's Model
Observing Fig. 7(c) shows that the contributions of the β paths in a and b are equal and opposite, and therefore cancel. Combining the remaining portions of paths a and b and recognizing that the ZOH can be represented as an integrator cascaded with a filter of impulse response δ(t) − δ(t − (T s − τ ) ), we obtain the simplified signal flow graph of Fig. 9(a) . Path 1 generates v off (t), while the sum of paths 2 and 3 yield v on (t). Combining the outputs of 1 and 2 of this figure leads to the signal flow graph in part (b). While this flow graph looks simpler, observe that the separation between v off (t) and v on (t) is lost.
The impulse response of the integrator is the unit step u(t), and h(t) = e −t /RC u(t). Thus, their difference (which forms the input of the upper path in Fig. 9(b) ) is (1 − e −t /RC )u(t). This is immediately recognized as being the step-response of an RC-filter with impulse response (1/RC)h(t)u(t) . This can be represented as a cascade of an integrator and a filter whose Fig. 9(c) . Reordering the blocks of the top-most path, we obtain the signal-flow diagram of Fig. 9(d) . The final step is to recognize the ZOH of width (T s − τ ) in this figure, and move the summer before the filter, yielding Fig. 9(e) , which is Soer's model [4] .
impulse is (1/RC)h(t), as shown in
While Soer's model seems much simpler than that of Fig. 7(c) (and that shown in Fig. 17 in [5] ), it makes it more Fig. 10 . Model of the switch-RC kernel needed to determine v on (t), which is relevant when operating the structure of Fig. 1 as an N -path filter. difficult to understand the operation of the switched-RC kernel as part of an N-path filter, or in the passive-mixer mode. The primary reason for this is that attempting to merge the various paths in Fig. 7(c) , while yielding a simpler looking signal-flow diagram, also makes it difficult to separate v off (t) and v on (t) (which is needed to analyze the operation as an N-path filter), or identify the key constituents of the output in the passivemixer mode.
B. Operation as an N-Path Filter
When the network of Fig. 1 is used as an N-path filter, the output is taken at v x . Clearly, v x (t) is simply the sum of the v on waveforms of the individual kernels. The signal-flow diagram that yields v on (t) can be obtained from that in Fig. 7(c) by eliminating the path that yields v off and simplifying the remainder of the diagram. The result is shown in Fig. 10 . When v i = e j 2π f t , the component of v on (t) at the frequency f is comprised of contributions from paths 2 and 3 as follows.
and sampling
Thus, X 0 ( f ), the zeroth-order harmonic transfer function of the N-path filter, given by N · V x ( f )/e j 2π f t , and using Nτ = T s , is seen to be
Fig . 11 compares the magnitudes of simulated and analytical X 0 ( f ) for N = 4, R = 50 , C = 50 pF and f s = 1 GHz.
For input frequencies around f s , and RC T s , X 0 ( f ) can be simplified, using 2π f RC ≈ 2π f s RC 1 and As seen from the discussion above, the transfer function of the equivalent LTI filter has a central role to play in our analysis of the N-path filter output.
C. Input Admittance
Let the N-path circuit be driven by a voltage v i (t) = e j 2π( f s + f )t , where f f s . The fundamental component of the current drawn from the source for input frequencies around f s is simply the component of the voltage across the resistor (at the input frequency) divided by R, and is given by
For RC τ and f ≈ f s , (12) can be simplified as
Using this in (19), we have
The admittance, therefore, is
In continued fraction form, the above expression can be written as
This is readily identified with the network shown in Fig. 12 , in agreement with [6] , [8] . † The controlled source is necessary due to the following. The input has a frequency ( f s + f ).
The current flowing through C 2 in the network of Fig. 12 would be proportional to ( f s + f ). However, as seen from the discussion above, the current is seen to be dependent only on f . The controlled source, therefore, is necessary to remove the current component at f s . 
D. High-Order Harmonic Transfer Functions
Higher-order harmonic transfer functions can be similarly determined. Thanks to N-path operation, only the N th order HTFs and their multiples will be non-zero. Referring to Fig. 10 , every N th coefficient of the Fourier expansion of w(t) is zero, since w(t) has a width T s /N. As a result, path 3 does not contribute to H ±4 . We now determine H −4 . We assume that the input frequency is expressed as 4 f s + f . This way of denoting the input frequency is convenient, since the output frequency associated with H −4 is then (4 f s + f ) − 4 f s = f. v i = e j 2π( f +4 f s )t is filtered by the LTI filter with frequency response H eq , before being sampled by the impulse train. The (complex) sinusoid at the sampler's input is H eq ( f + 4 f s )e j 2π( f +4 f s )t . Sampling translates this sinusoid to all frequencies shifted by integer multiples of f s . Since we are interested in the output frequency f , the output of the sampler at frequency f is of interest. Clearly, this is (1/T s )H eq ( f + 4 f s )e j 2π f t . Denoting the Fourier transform of h(t) by H ( f ), the output of path 2 at f is seen to
To determine H 4 , we denote the input tone by (−4 f s + f ) and proceed in a similar fashion. We thus have
The above expressions are in excellent agreement with simulations, as shown in Fig. 13 . From the discussion above, we see that the folding of signals from higher frequencies into the desired band is largely controlled by the shape of H eq , (again) placing in evidence 
E. Simplified Model in the Passive-Mixer Mode
In the passive-mixer (P-M) mode, f in ≈ f s + f , RC T s and f in 1/RC. The output voltage of Fig. 7 (c) can then be simplified by recognizing the following. The output of path b is very small, since the input frequency is very large in relation to the bandwidth of the RC filter. Further, h(t) is almost a unit-step function, since RC T s , and β ≈ 1. As a result, h(t) and the subsequent block in path a can be approximated by a ZOH, with initial delay of (T s − τ ) and width τ , as shown in Fig. 14(a) . This is readily simplified as a single ZOH with width T s . Thus, as concluded in [5] , the performance in the P-M mode is dependent mostly on the sampled voltage across the capacitor. Note that such a simplification is not immediately apparent from Soer's model, or from the model of Fig. 9(a) . Fig. 14(c) shows the simplified model of the switched-RC circuit in the P-M mode, including the prefilter.
Let the switched-RC circuit be operating in the P-M mode, with v i (t) = e j 2π(m f s + f )t , where m is an integer and f f s . 1/(2π N RC) should be chosen so that f , which is the desired baseband tone, suffers very little attenuation.
Referring to Fig. 14(b) , the output of the prefilter is H eq (m f s + f )e j 2π(nf s + f )t . Due to impulse sampling and the subsequent hold operation, the desired output tone has an amplitude H eq (m f s + f ). In a down-conversion mixer m is typically chosen to be unity. Using (12) , it is easy to show that the ratio of the conversion gain from an undesired frequency (m f s + f ), m = 1 to that from the desired input at frequency ( f s + f ) can be approximated as
V. KERNEL NOISE
In this section, we address kernel noise. First consider the LTI network of Fig. 15(a) . The impulse response corresponding to the transfer function from the noise source (with a double-sided voltage noise spectral density of 2kT R) to the capacitor voltage is (1/RC)e −t /RC u(t) = (1/RC)h(t). The mean-square noise across the capacitor can be obtained using Parseval's theorem as follows.
Clearly, the mean square noise is proportional to the area under the squared impulse response. When the capacitor is periodically switched, as in Fig. 15(b) , the mean square noise across the capacitor is given by
In Section III, we determined h eq (t) by injecting a current impulse into the capacitor of the adjoint network, and observing the current in the resistor. There, we saw that the capacitor voltage decays exponentially with a time-constant RC when the switch is closed, and remains unchanged when the switch is open. As a result, the resistor current, which is h eq (t), decays exponentially for 0 ≤ t < τ. At t = T s , when the switch is closed again, h eq (t) begins from "where it left off", and decays again. One can therefore think of h 2 eq (t) as being the result of cutting up the squared impulse response of Fig. 15(a) into slivers of width τ , and spacing them T s apart. Thus, the area under the squared impulse response h 2 eq (t) is exactly the same as that in Fig. 15(a) . Therefore, the mean square noise across the capacitor in the switch-RC kernel is (not surprisingly) kT/C, irrespective of the sampling or mixing mode of operation and independent of the duty cycle. This result is identical to that in [4] (and [6] )-where it was derived using frequency domain methods. It is thus seen that working in the time-domain yields insights that are less apparent in the frequency domain. Next, we determine the noise spectral density of the switch-RC kernel in the passive-mixer mode. The signal flow diagram is shown in Fig. 16 . The double-sided noise spectral density due to the resistor is 2kT R. The resistor noise is filtered by an LTI filter with impulse response h eq (t) and sampled, before exciting a ZOH (which holds for a duration T s ). The autocorrelation function of the noise at x is given by R x x (t) = 2kT R · h eq (t) * h eq (−t)
where * denotes convolution. Due to sampling, the autocorrelation function of the noise at y is therefore
The noise spectral density of the output waveform, denoted by S vo ( f ), is thus given by 
In a down-conversion mixer, the spectral density around f = 0 is of interest. This is given by
We therefore need to compute the sum of the samples of R x x (t), sampled at f s . R x x (0) is simply the mean-square noise across the capacitor, and as we saw earlier in this section, is given by kT/C. R x x (T s ) is proportional to the area under h eq (t) · h eq (t − T s ): observing Fig. 4(c) , it is easy to see that R x x (T s ) = β R x x (0). Proceeding similarly, we can write
In the passive-mixer mode, β = e −τ/RC ≈ 1 − (τ/RC). Using the equation above in (32), we obtain
which is identical to the result obtained in [4, eq. (52)] and [6, eq. (21) ] using frequency-domain methods. Thanks to the adjoint impulse-response method, the determination of noise is considerably less involved than that in [4] and [6] .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The operation and properties of switched-RC N-path filters, samplers and passive mixers are intimately tied to the sampled voltages across the capacitors. In this work we exploited two key properties of sampled LPTV networks that greatly simplify the determination of the sampled capacitor voltages: first, that the sampled output of an LPTV network (when the sampling rate is the same as that at which the network is varying) can be thought of as the sampled output of an appropriately chosen linear time-invariant system. Next, the adjoint network can be used to determine the impulse response of the equivalent LTI system in a simple manner. We derived a model for the complete capacitor voltage in a switched-RC kernel. It turned out that this model was very convenient to understand the operation in the passive-mixer, sampler and N-path filter modes. Finally, we showed that noise analysis of the kernel, usually accomplished in the frequency domain, can also benefit from the simplicity of the adjoint-network approach.
